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OVERLORD

PRIME HERO JACKET
We inhabit a world devoid of air fences or gravel traps. Our runoff zones consist
of rusted girders and monolithic masonry. As unforgiving as it is expansive.
The sprawl beckons - the Hero answers. With it’s embroidered leather appliqué,
injected plastic armor, woven patches and Attack Fit, the Overlord Prime Hero is
the new patriarch of Icon street style.

OVERLORD PRIME JACKET

S-2XL
$450

3XL
$480

OVERLORD PRIME LEATHER PANT

$310

OVERLORD TEXTILE JACKET

S-2XL
$155

3XL-4XL
$165

OVERLORD TEXTILE PANT

$115

$145

OVERLORD SHORT GLOVE

$120

OVERLORD PRIME HERO JACKET
» 1.2 -1.4MM PREMIUM GRADE LEATHER CHASSIS
» INJECTION MOLDED PLASTIC ARMOR PLATES
» PRECURVED FIT W/ INTEGRATED FLEX ZONES
» CRUSADER RED, FB YELLOW AND BLACK $495

OVERLORD LONG GLOVE
ICON SPRING 2011

WWW.RIDEICON.COM
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ICON THANKS SANDIA MOTOR SPEEDWAY FOR
HOSTING OUR ‘HIGH PLAINS DRIFTER’ BATTLE
.
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VARIANT SALVO HI-VIZ HELMET

$390

VARIANT SALVO HI-VIZ HELMET

$390

ALLIANCE LUCKY LID HELMET

$210

2011 SPRING
HELMET COLLECTION
It’s a matter of survival. In an unforgiving maze of gravel
strewn corners and malevolent steel a rider needs protection,
vision and comfort. The call to arms has been answered.
We give you the 2011 Spring Icon Helmet Collection.
VARIANT SALVO REFLECTIVE HELMET

$390

VARIANT SALVO HELMET

$390

ALLIANCE RAT HELMET

$200

11 Spring is keystoned by the newest detachment of Icon’s
exclusive high visibility line - the Variant Salvo Hi-Viz. Its
fluorescent paint and reflective graphics provide the rider
with an effective edge among the controlled chaos of the
urban environment.
The newly revised Alliance shell with its improved venting
and refined fit, features new graphic offerings that run the
full graphic gamut. From the completely over-the-top Lucky
Lid, the edgy Threshold to the understated Rat, there is an
Icon graphic for all tastes.

ALLIANCE THRESHOLD HELMET
ICON SPRING 2011

$195

ALLIANCE THRESHOLD HELMET

$195

ALLIANCE REFLECTIVE HELMET
WWW.RIDEICON.COM

$210

All Icon helmets meet the All World Safety Standard (DOT /
ECE / SAI / SG).
13

“A few hours ago I was standing in a
dirty, dimly lit room in the basement of
a Japanese nightclub, my chest heaving,
sweat pouring down my face, certain I
was about to die.”

Jason Britton – Tokyo 1995

15

Jason Britton – Tokyo 1995

FIELD ARMOR™ STRYKER SERIES

FIELD ARMOR STRYKER VEST

$110

HI-VIZ STRYKER VEST

$140

FIELD ARMOR STRYKER KNEE

$95

FIELD ARMOR STRYKER ELBOW

$70

WMNS FIELD ARMOR STRYKER VEST

$110

FIELD ARMOR STRYKER SHORT

$70

We once said that ‘our crashes’ were violent street episodes. And that is the God’s
honest truth. Vicious tumbling encounters across two-lanes of coarse asphalt. Icon
knows the pain of the street crash first hand. That is the driving reason behind the
creation of our Field Armor Stryker series.
The Stryker series contains elements of CE certified Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE). The CE certified PPE conforms to defined European motorcycle safety
standards against specified impact protection. While no PPE, no matter how
extensive, can offer full protection against injury or death, the Field Armor Styrker
PPE can help sway the outcome in your favor.
Accept that you will crash and then outfit yourself accordingly.

ICON SPRING 2011

WWW.RIDEICON.COM
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Wanted by Interpol, she was a international
element trader with a penchant for the exotic.
It was unclear how she came by her means,
suffice to say her means were mighty. While
most in her profession lusted for Platinum
and Gold, the TiFighter preferred the
elemental darlings of performance - titanium,
carbon, and magnesium.
Looking distinctly like an abandoned
cannery machine in profile, her visual girth
belied her true nimbleness. Assembled
from the finest components the world had to
offer, she was a superbike on paper, but a
rat fighter in the flesh. At just a tick over 300
pounds and armed with guile and cunning,
she was the peoples champion of the
western seaboard.
Unfortunately her free days, like her hubristic
front plate, were numbered. Lack of DOT
approved lighting and her questionable
VIN, combined with an illadvised mid-town
wheelie, would lead her into the treacherous
arms of Interpol agents. Entangled in their
massive web of paperwork and false promises,
the TiFighter would remain confined to
moto-gitmo until such time as she could
justify her existence. And justification of
a $40,000 rat bike would be very
difficult indeed.
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Quad Cam Bastards is recognized as the primary digital
source for the custom hardcore Sportster community when / how did QCB get started?
Well thanks! The QCB got started back in ‘05 or so, primarily
as a way for a handful of Sportster guys down here in the
Southeast to keep in touch and share info on our respective
projects. Since then, it’s taken on a life of it’s own and grown
into a truly worldwide network of talented and passionate
Sportster builders who freely share parts, knowledge,
encouragement and advice.
What was your first sportster? How many sportster
build have you done?
I started with a first-year rubbermount in late 2003 that went
through several different (and often ill-fated) tear-downs,
rebuilds and reincarnations over the years – ultimately
ending up as a high-compression 90-incher with a weld-on
hardtail before I sold it last fall to finance another sportster
project. I also rode a Buell XB12S for a while which I left pretty
much stock as a daily rider before I eventually sold it. Right
now I’m working on a rigid with a ‘97 salvage motor and a
running 2001 swingarm project.
Sportster based customs have been gaining in
popularity. To what do you attribute this?
Lots of reasons, really. First of all, they are relatively cheap
and very plentiful on the used and salvage markets. Also, they
are simple and easy to work on and chop up because of the
unitized motor / transmission design and power-to-weight
ratio is still the best in the H-D lineup.
Why not Big Twins? What is the draw to the Sportsters?
Nothing wrong with the big twins – but for me, there is just
something about a Sportster. It’s how a motorcycle SHOULD
look. They are kind of like the ‘skinny girl with glasses’ of
V-Twin powered motorcycles. And you know how those
‘skinny girls with glasses’ always turn out to be.

QuadCamBastards.blogspot.com
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As ugly as a
Rancor’s ringpiece…

Increased backpressure courtesy

of Home Depot’s fencing aisle.

Clutch over hand brake setup
- mandatory dress code.

s foot.

The other half is still stuck in Ernie’
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Lashed down gascap
prevents unintentional
vasectomy during tank
sitting tricks.

Abused for too many years, the Triumph had
developed a rather raspy english accent.

It’s not a problem until the ‘Alarm Bell’ lights up.

HOOLIGAN 2

MESH COLLECTION

HOOLIGAN 2 THRESHOLD JACKET

HOOLIGAN 2 MESH PANT

$185

$115

HOOLIGAN 2 HI-VIZ JACKET

Lightweight, protective, comfortable - the Mesh Jacket that redefined
warm weather riding gear returns. The Hooligan 2 incorporates improved
materials, patterns and construction. Padded Ballistic Nylon elbow
overlays provide improved abrasion protection while integrated Spandex
flex panels allow increased mobility. Beneath the Fighter Mesh chassis
lies the newest generation of Icon’s CE approved Field Armor elbow and
shoulder Impact Protectors. The Hooligan 2 Mesh Jacket - your ideal
choice when the mercury rises.

$195

WOMENS HOOLIGAN 2 GLAM JACKET
» DURABLE FIGHTER MESH CHASSIS
» RELAXED FIT
WMNS HOOLIGAN 2 STEALTH JACKET
ICON SPRING 2011

$165

WMNS HOOLIGAN 2 THRESHOLD JACKET
WWW.RIDEICON.COM

$175

» REMOVABLE ICON CE FIELD ARMOR™ IMPACT PROTECTORS
» PINK, BLACK $185
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ICON THANKS THE PORTLAND

ROSE CITY ROLLERS FOR THEIR

TO VIOLENCE’ PHOTOSHOOT.
ASSISTANCE IN OUR ‘WELCOME
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WWW.BRAMMO.COM
100% ELECTRIC MOTORCYCLES

